With the development of Internet of Vehicles (IoV) and the gradual maturity of 5th Generation Mobile Networks (5G) technology, the further development of the IoV highly relies on network energy and resources. However, basic methods of researching new energy or improving equipment result in high cost. This article focuses on researching how to minimize energy consumption and maximize resource utilization with the constraints of existing environment and equipment. We jointly discuss 5G technology, mobile edge computing and deep reinforcement learning in green IoV. We also discuss how to make rational use of resources to realize the sustainable development of IoV. By classifying and comparing the existing researches according to different emphases, the energy consumption can be managed effectively with the above-mentioned technologies. Finally, we analyze the possible research directions and challenges in the future.
I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of Internet of Vehicles (IoV) is originated from Internet of Things (IoT). Providing data for connection is the essence of IoT [1] . While in IoV, vehicles extend human behavior through interacting with data and thus provide services for drivers and users. With the development of communication technology, Intelligent Transportation System (ITS), an important direction of IoV, is widespread applied. ITS provides safer, more efficient and lower latency services to realize efficient resource utilization with the interaction between vehicles and infrastructures [2] . The environment data obtained from billions of sensors [3] or node devices in IoV. Therefore, rational decisions are made based on the data processed in devices of IoV. Typically, the system of IoV consists of four layers: perception layer, middleware layer, network layer and application layer. Vehicles provide safety management, vehicle control, automatic drive, accident warning and other services based on the information provided by lower layers.
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Out-vehicle is gradually evolved with the development of in-vehicle network, and thus Vehicular Ad-hoc Network (VANET) is formed. The concept of VANET was proposed in 2003, which is the application of Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) in vehicular network. Due to the locality of usable range [4] , the interacted objects can be random and unstable, such as people, vehicles and Roadside Unites (RSUs). The architecture of V2X communication at one point is shown in Fig. 1 . The methods of information interaction for Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V), Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I), Vehicle-to-Network (V2N), Vehicle-to-Person (V2P), Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) and Vehicle-to-Cloud (V2C), enable the information of safety, efficiency and entertainment comfort to be used adequately. Fig. 1 illustrates the connection at one point in green IoV. Vehicles communicate with mobile devices or infrastructures in the range of communication by wireless transmission and network, and connect to cloud and grid by remote communication.
Extensive connection and communication between vehicles and devices produce huge energy consumption. How to make IoV develop sustainably is an urgent challenge. Besides striving to develop renewable green energy and alternative energy, how to efficiently use existing energy is the main VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ concern of this article. Efficiency of energy utilization is an intuitive feedback on energy utilization determined by the ratio of efficient use of energy to actual energy expenditure, which is increasing the efficiency of energy utilization requires full usage of existing resources in IoV. Maximizing the relative utilization of resources can be achieved by increasing the actual utilization of resources in IoV. Focusing on underutilized resources and fast scheduling in dynamic environment is an important approach to realize green and sustainable IoV. For high-speed dynamic IoV, the consequence of resource shortage or delay is rapidly extended with the urgency of the task, leads to serial impacts. For example, the delay of accident warning may cause a car accident that lead to congestion and even paralysis of the traffic network. With the gradual maturity of 5th Generation Mobile Networks (5G), the transmission speed is much higher while the amount of produced data grows exponentially. That means better services for users can be provided by 5G. However, the requirements of 5G are tough for resources and energy facing the rapid expansion of demands but limited resources, and the expansion of 5G links means faster computing and communication speeds are necessary. Improving terminal devices is not enough, while centralized cloud platform meets the demand of IoV in computing and storage. However, application of centralized cloud computing is limited due to problems such as high bandwidth requirement, high transmission delay, high energy consumption of devices and low software stability [5] . The migration of cloud computing virtualization resources to the edge of IoV solves the jitter of applications caused by excessive delay effectively and makes rational use of resources in edge devices that are easily overlooked. However, these resources are often scattered and difficult to fully utilize. How to design a resource scheduling algorithm to adapt to high-speed dynamic environment is a hot issue. Artificial intelligence achieved excellent achievements in the field of image processing, pattern recognition, natural language processing and others, which consequently provides intelligence in IoV. Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL), combines with perception capability of Deep Learning (DL) and decision making capability of Reinforcement Learning (RL) to collect and process data in IoV, empowers the service of IoV with intelligence to realize efficient and secure communication, rational resource allocation and rapid response to improve Quality of Service (QoS) for drivers and users. It is straightforward to construct energy-saving model based on DRL to manage computing and wireless resources to enable vehicles to make decisions adaptively in dynamic environments.
To the best of our knowledge, this article is the first survey to provide a comprehensive review of existing researches integrating the three promising technologies based on the status of IoV and analyze the future challenges of IoV. The contributions of this article are as follows:
• We first analyze the architecture of 5G-enabled green IoV through comparing 5G and 4G technologies.
In addition, we analyze the key enabling technologies of 5G based on the limitations of existing environment and requirements of 5G. We analyze existing researches of 5G applied to IoV to discuss the methods of energy management and resource allocation in green IoV.
• We investigate the three-layer architecture of Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) for green IoV considering the structure and characteristics of high-speed dynamic environment and requirements of resource. Moreover, we introduce the enabling technologies for MEC following by comparing the characteristics of local, edge computing and cloud computing. In addition, we analyze the existing methods combined with MEC to discuss the efficient computing for green IoV.
• We consider the theoretical properties and advantages of DRL by comparing with DL and RL to analyze its architecture for green IoV. In addition, we introduce the key DRL algorithms for efficient computing and resource allocation in IoV and analyze the existing designing algorithms and systems based on DRL to reduce energy consumption.
• Finally we combine the existing researches and limitations of development to discuss the possible future directions and research challenges in the filed of green IoV.
The purpose of this survey is to analyze how to improve the service with limitations of resource and energy in the future. The following sections of this article is organized as follows:
In Section II, we analyze the architecture and characteristics of 5G in the IoV. And we analyze how to apply 5G to IoV with the limitations of energy. In Section III, we mainly research the heterogeneous network with edge computing in green IoV. And we analyze the researches of cross-platform computing and offloading. In Section IV, We introduce the DRL algorithms applied to energy management, task scheduling and resource allocation. Then, we analyze the existing related researches of DRL applied to green IoV. In Section V, we discuss the challenges and future directions of green IoV. Finally, we conclude this survey in Section VI.
II. 5G-ENABLED GREEN IoV
The current 5G market is gradually forming an industrial chain of planning, construction, operation and application. However, the requirements for hardware, equipment, resources [6] and energy lead to excessive cost for infrastructure, which makes 5G difficult to be popularized. And a lot of data also pose greater challenges to its security and privacy issues. We focus on the difficulties that 5G may produce in the process of popularization and discuss how to make efficient and secure deployment and resource management in 5G-enabled IoV with limited hardware conditions. In this section, we introduce the development of 5G and the architecture of 5G-enabled green IoV. We also investigate the characteristics of 5G through comparing the difference between 5G and 4G. Subsequently, we introduce the enabling communication technologies for 5G-enabled green IoV.
A. ARCHITECTURE OF 5G-ENABLED GREEN IoV
In 2016, 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) introduced the research of 5G network segmentation market and vertical service. Information exchange between devices in IoV consumes a great deal of energy, that is a challenge for program developers, content providers and the third parties [7] . The vision of making 5G close to the society and providing all kinds of service at an acceptable and controllable price [8] is one of most important objectives for the next phase.
The 3GPP 5G New Radio (5GNR) standard Standalone (SA, independent network) was officially released at the 80th Technical Specification Group Radio Access Network (TSG-RAN) plenary session of the 3GPP in San Diego, America in June 2018. This standard allows appropriate architectural elements to be defined as network functions and can be served through common interfaces. It is easier to deploy the network than previous generation network that relies too much on the network element. In addition, it provides opportunities for network virtualization technologies such as Software Defined Network (SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV). Fig. 2 illustrates the service-based 5G architecture in IoV. The interface is based on the service interface, which accesses the Data Network (DN) to access network [9] . In the 5G architecture, the functional entities are managed by user plane compliance control and user plane separation models provided by the User Plane Function (UPF) [10] . Vehicles receive services through Public Land Mobile Network (PLMN).
The frequency band of 5G is higher than 4G in IoV, which means that the transmission distance and coverage are weaker, i.e., more base stations are required to cover the same area. Thus, it is with higher cost and resources requirements. One solution is to replace the macro base station in 4G to micro base station in 5G. With the replaced micro base station, the cost is reduced, the signal coverage is expanded, and the quality of signals are better. Meanwhile, massive Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) technology, i.e., large-scale multi-antenna technology, can be used to transmit and receive signals through multi-antenna array between vehicles and base stations. In dynamic environment, the antenna array should be arranged reasonably by considering the signal interference between antennas in the antenna array. In addition, in order to transmit signals to effective devices intensively, the phase of radio-frequency signal can be controlled by beam forming, which could prevent mutual interference between beams and provide more efficient services. A comparison of 4G and 5G technologies in IoV is outlined in Table 1 .
5G also means higher network availability and coverage [11] . 4G using low frequency band may cause the congestion in communication. Based on this feature, 5G provides 100 times faster transmission than 4G to support more in-vehicle applications such as virtual reality and augmented reality in vehicles. It is a tough challenge for vehicles to ensure the safety of communication in IoV. Security authentication technology such as public key infrastructure [12] and identity-based signature [13] were used in early time, while in 5G, SDN technology is proposed to improve the intelligence of network and manage 5G network more efficiently and safely by implementing network control and data separation.
B. TECHNOLOGIES OF 5G-ENABLED GREEN IoV
5G is both an opportunity and a challenge for IoV. Due to its higher communication requirements and dynamic characteristic of IoV, more technologies are required to ensure the QoS. In this part, we overview technologies for 5G-enabled green IoV.
1) DEVICE-TO-DEVICE (D2D) AND MACHINE-TO-MACHINE (M2M) COMMUNICATION
Communication can be executed directly between devices without forwarding through the base station in 5G, which saves transmission channel resources, reduces the pressure on base station, and improves the spectrum efficiency of network management and resource allocation [14] . Fig. 3 illustrates the D2D communication framework. After base station receiving requirement from users, the communication method changes to D2D, where D2D communication technology refers to directly communication between two peer user nodes. A energy scheduling scheme in D2D relay network is proposed in [15] . On the other hand, Delay Tolerant Network (DTN) communication is similar to D2D but with different communication formation. DTN communication mainly delivers messages to the target node with multi-hop relay, while D2D mode is more specific, more effective and fairer for 5G users. However, users in practice usually evaluate personal benefits during communication to increase personal gains. Facing such situation, a method based on game theory is proposed to capture the dynamic characteristics of users through evaluating delivery expectations [16] . This algorithm is typically used to share incentives according to the user's historical behaviors, and thus improves network performance and information utilization finally.
The delay of transmission to base stations is eliminated by D2D communication, and direct communication between devices is enabled. Different from D2D, M2M communicates not only between user equipments but also between various machines. M2M communication protocol provides comprehensive information services through embedding wireless communication module into machine, which makes it intelligent to realize communication between machines. In IoV, technologies such as Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM), General Packet Radio Service (GPRS), and so on can be used for long-distance communication. WIFI, bluetooth, Zigbee, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) and so on can be used for short-distance communication. There are also location based services such as Global Position System (GPS) and wireless terminal. With the growth of 5G Mobile Broad Band (MBB), traditional MBB will be replaced by extreme MBB to provide interactive content with higher quality such as virtual reality. And machine type communication system can be designed from delay and reliability in 5G network [17] . M2M makes full use of the mobility of IoV, which is expected to promote the development of the industry in future.
2) SDN AND NFV
In 5G era, network can be programmed and virtualized, which refers to SDN and NFV technologies. More specifically, SDN is often applied in 5G-enabled IoV due to its openness and flexibility. A three-layer structure is constructed from bottom to up. The lowest basic layer contains a large number of infrastructure devices for data forwarding and rule processing. The middle control layer controls the network topology and global information. The top application layer contains a large number of application services calls resources through Application Programming Interface (API). On the other hand, NFV processes software with virtualization to reduce cost. Network resource abstraction can be achieved through separating control and data, which also allows resource sharing between users. Applying SDN and NFV to IoV provides more possibilities for vehicle connectivity. A framework of Software Defined Vehicular Networks (SDVN) in IoV is proposed in [7] to simplify network management. Facing exponential growth in flux demand, there are more opportunities for resource deployment with SDN. The user experience through unified integration of subjective and objective factors is introduced in [18] , which proposes a cloud-based network resource management scheme based on SDN to increase node communication area finally. Another communication model in [19] formulates the model as finite state Markov chains, which proposes a dynamic integration framework with the cache principle of SDN and Information Centric Networking (ICN) to improve the resource utilization. Meanwhile, the security of SDN is still a challenge because of the dynamic. A safety certification scheme based on ant colony optimization algorithm is proposed in [20] to manage cluster. SDN optimizes available capacity to change the network architecture by centralized coordination network method. Thus, the development of services could be promoted through combining the characteristics of NFV.
3) SELF-ORGANIZING NETWORK (SON)
The development of Long Term Evolution (LTE) produced SON. Some functions of wireless networks are implemented by SON, such as self-planning and self-configuration technologies in network deployment, self-optimization and self-healing technologies in network maintenance, and adaptive dynamic network. SON reduces human resources and saves operating cost for complex 5G greatly. Meanwhile, the technology is hard to meet the coordination needs of multiple networks. Also, the operation is complicated. In IoV, VANET is one of the earliest vehicular network designed technology. A collaborative quality-aware service access system for Social IoV (SIoV) is designed in [21] , which proposes a trajectory-based interactive event prediction algorithm, and solves the problem of unstable SIoV network topology and high disconnection rate. A method of cooperative vehicular content distribution in edge computing assisted 5G-VANET is proposed in [21] to support acquisition of valid content and distribution of edge data. A city-wide real-time distributed management framework is constructed based on VANET [22] , which provides a vehicular information uploading strategy based on dynamic rewards to trade-off between traffic load on cellular network and transmission delay caused by uploading of RSUs.
4) NONORTHOGONAL MULTIPLE ACCESS (NOMA)
The traditional Orthogonal Multiple Access (OMA) technology allocates resources only for one user. While NOMA allows multiple users to efficiently reuse one spectrum resource. NOMA technology introduces interference information actively and corrects it at the receiving devices. Although the complexity increasing due to the receiving devices, the utilization efficiency of the spectrum improves greatly. NOMA mainly includes serial interference and power multiplexing so that vehicles adapt to high-speed dynamic environment rapidly. The advantage of NOMA is more obvious especially in the case of uplink-intensive. A NOMAbased solution in IoV is proposed in [23] , which combines spectrum reuse and efficient computing to reduce network stress. Therefore, transmission rate gain and traffic offload efficiency can be improved in different environments. The method proposed in [24] considers NOMA and V2V-based offloading, which divides the issue in the traffic management system into joint task assignment, sub-channel assignment and power allocation sub-issues. Compared with Direct Sequence Code Division Multiple Access (DS-CDMA) in 3G, NOMA weakens influence on near-far effects and multiple access interference. Compared with 4G, NOMA improves spectral efficiency while ensuring transmission speed.
C. APPLICATIONS OF 5G-ENABLED GREEN IoV
Resource and energy consumption are the challenges of 5G-enabled IoV. Exploring how to reduce the energy consumption in resource allocation is necessary for sustainable development of the resources in 5G-enabled green IoV. Designing a efficient strategy of resource allocation is one of the common approaches. A DRL-based multi-user MEC network computes resource allocation by the algorithm of Q-learning proposed in [8] , which allocates computing resources in real time. This method learns the best allocation strategy through interacting with the environment, and thus improves the average reliability of E2E while ensuring an acceptable decoding error. 5G requires capacity and QoS unprecedented strictly. The resource allocation strategy is designed by considering the mobility of vehicles in 5G and the service period constraints [25] , which determines the devices that could be connected and reduces the space complexity caused by large actions. For the implementation of the method, a multi-time-scale framework algorithm based on Deep Q Network (DQN) is proposed to configure the cache and resource allocation parameters. A unlicensed spectrum scheduling performed by bilateral matching algorithm is proposed in [26] , which is optimized by minimizing the cost of offloading and thus constructs a 5G-based intelligent offloading framework. The joint problem of route planing and task assignment proposed in [27] is also described by bilateral matching algorithm.
In recent years, collaborating caching resources to reduce the pressure of resources in IoV has become a hot research issue. A method of predicting entertainment information service content by DRL is proposed in [25] , where vehicles decide the content independently without drivers. More specifically, the probability of request content is first calculated by Multi-parametric Linear Programming (MLP), then the obtained content is downloaded or cached to RSUs. In practice, one can predict the age and sex with Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) algorithm and download the content from cache of RSUs to reduce the burden of storage. The decision for cache of Vehicular Edge Computing (VEC) in [36] is also designed by DRL, and thus meets the complex and dynamic cache policy. In this method, the agent learns environmental signals through observations. The nodes learn new state and action by DQN and automatic encoder algorithm, and adjust the next action straightforwardly. Cache is important resource for saving limited devices in IoV. Thus, how to use cache resources to adapt to the dynamic changes of the environment and form cooperation among multi-caching agents is a key challenge. We compare the characteristics of existing solutions to allocate resource in Table 2 
III. MEC FOR GREEN IoV
In the paradigm of IoV, there are lots of idle resources in edge devices that are easy to be ignored. With the gradual increase of vehicles and the application of 5G technology, MEC is an important approach to make up for the computing power of terminal vehicles [37] and the transmission delay of cloud platforms. This section focuses on the combination of edge computing and IoV to discuss how to make vehicle autonomously and rationally utilize resources in the IoV heterogeneous resource pool. In this section, we introduce the architecture of MEC for green IoV and compare the local computing, MEC and cloud computing deeply to explain the advantages of MEC for green IoV. Then, we describe the key technologies of MEC for IoV. Finally, we introduce the existing researches of MEC for efficient computing in green IoV.
A. ARCHITECTURE OF MEC FOR GREEN IoV
Cloud Computing is a distributed computing paradigm that could achieve computing goals by aligning virtual network resources [38] . Cloud computing products, such as Amazon EC2 and Microsoft Azure, provide convenience for data processing. In traditional Cloud Computing, the large transmission delay and the energy consumption are under the pressure, which is caused by transferring data between the terminal devices, cloud platform, and the network resource [39] . In real-time environment, such as ITS, QoS will be reduced greatly. MEC is able to minimize the transmission delay and improve QoS, because the edge devices are close to data source [40] on the edge of network and provide communication with low latency and high reliability. In IoV, MEC is more efficient than cloud computing by edge nodes because of the communications relay or computing server [41] , [42] . The Edge nodes to interact can be RSUs, human [43] or other vehicles. The distance between nodes can be ignored. However, the computing power and storage resource of device with edge nodes is limited. Thus, computing will perform more efficiently by rational resource allocation. Considering the high-speed of IoV, drivers and users could be hindered due to the instability of network, high latency and the changing data. One solution of improving efficiency is integrating edge computing into IoV to make rational use of resources in edge devices, such as access points, RSUs, base stations and mobile user devices, etc., rather than the traditional cloud computing. The resources of edge devices are limited, but vehicles will not run intensive computing applications all the time. Vehicular edge computing can be more flexible to provide upgrades and lower maintenance cost. In vehicular edge network, reducing the transmission delay between vehicles and increasing the throughput of data transmission are important. A transmission strategy with consideration of the relationship between vehicles is proposed based on deep learning [44] . Fig. 4 illustrates that the architecture of vehicular edge computing can be divided into data generation layer, edge nodes layer and cloud servers layer. The data source as the basis of vehicle produces behavior decisions by millions of sensor devices on the vehicle. Edge nodes send data to servers to cooperate with cloud computing after collecting and processing underlying data [46] . A comparison of local computing, edge computing and cloud computing is outlined in Table 3 . 
B. TECHNOLOGIES OF MEC FOR GREEN IoV
MEC has advantages that cloud computing cannot replace. However, it could not completely replace cloud computing. More technologies are needed to support the development of MEC because of the limitations of MEC. In this following, we introduce several technologies of MEC for green IoV followed by the characteristics of MEC.
1) COLLABORATIVE EDGE-CLOUD COMPUTING
Edge computing and cloud computing have their own advantages as shown in Table 3 . It is difficult to make full use of resources by computing on only one platform in the actual application scenario. Especially in the dynamic environment, considering the delay of transmission and computing for collaborative computing with different platforms is one of the most important approaches for the sustainable development of IoV. Different platform resources constitute a heterogeneous resource pool in edge-cloud collaborative computing. The overall framework efficiency is maximized by setting a consistent goal. The collaborative computing framework should be designed by optimizing the horizontal and vertical overall efficiency [47] . A real-time traffic management solution based on collaborative edge-cloud computing is proposed in [48] , which greatly shortens the response time and improves resource utilization. A vehicular edge multi-access network architecture designed on graph theory is proposed in [49] to implement collaborative computing offloading of tasks. And another framework for minimizing energy consumption of transmission delay is proposed in [50] based on game theory to implement edge-cloud collaborative computing. In order to further develop, it is one of the most important directions for green IoV to maximize the efficiency and minimize the energy consumption through designing the collaborative application of management, tasks, data, security and other aspects.
2) VIRTUALIZATION AND CONTAINERIZATION
Virtualization is a technology that manages and redistributes hardware resource mirroring through software. This technology isolates resources and hardware so as to make full use of resources. In cloud computing, virtualization technology is often used by entities that rely on virtual multiple servers and form resource pools to share resources. Containerization can be understood as a lightweight virtualization technology, but the operation is quite different. Virtualization technology requires the foundation of the Operating System (OS) to execute, while containerization does not require it. Containerization establishes a virtual environment in the core part of the OS, which is more suitable for edge nodes in MEC. Such mechanism decouples the application from the infrastructure [51] . It can be enabled in just a few seconds, which is more efficient than virtual machines. At present, the most popular container engine is Docker, which was open sourced by dotCloud company in 2013.
3) REAL-TIME OPERATION SYSTEM (RTOSys)
For unstable IoV, an operating system is necessary, which should be able to process real-time at fast speed according to changes in external events and data generation. RTOSys are divided into hard RTOSys and soft RTOSys. Hard RTOSys requires strict deadlines, while soft RTOSys are commonly used in systems with time requirements [52] , which is different from traditional System, such as Contikt and FreeRTOS. RTOSys used in edge computing is more inclined to manage data, computing tasks and resources. For example, the robot operating system has been applied to autonomous driving with the technology evolved.
C. APPLICATIONS OF MEC FOR GREEN IoV
Computing offloading is an important case of efficient computing in user-oriented edge computing. The decision on computation offloading is often designed as multi-classification problem. The offloading delay and energy consumption are used to evaluate whether to offload or not [45] . In the following, we analyze the existing researches of MEC for green IoV.
1) MINIMIZATION OF OFFLOADING DELAY
Managing the continuity of computing tasks to adapt to the IoV environment is a challenge to computation offloading delay. A multi-label classification offloading decision based on Support Vector Machine algorithm is proposed in [53] , where the selection of RSUs is an emphasis when moving vehicle offload computing task. However, thus method is not applicable to large and complex environment. To solve the problem, an optimal strategy learned from previous offloading experience is proposed in [54] , where the delay is computed according to the mobility of visited edge node. Actor-critic algorithm is employed to achieve optimal offloading decision of mobile vehicles and update the model to edge computing nodes in order to make the model adapt to the changes of environment in real time. However, it will consume huge energy to stress the devices and reduce the battery life, if delay is the only thing to be considered.
2) MINIMIZATION OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION WITH OFFLOADING DELAY CONSTRAINT
The other researches focus on minimization of energy consumption with offloading delay constraint. An architecture is proposed in [19] to use virtual resource in edge devices by fine-grained offloading. The system performs well by reducing the resource burden and energy consumption of vehicles. A flexible offloading strategy based on game theory is proposed in [37] by the combination of vehicle cloud and fixed center cloud. By finding unused resource for task mitigation, energy consumption is saved and the computational efficiency is improved. Similarly, game theory is also employed in [55] , which proposes an optimal offloading strategy based on Stackelberg game theory with delay constraint, and allocates server resources through incentives. Both the methods [37] and [55] reduce energy consumption from the perspective of resources.
In IoV, the setting of edge nodes is also a kind of energy consumption. A real-time traffic management offloading algorithm proposed in [56] , which minimizes the average time of message traffic management server, and cuts the unnecessary edge nodes to make the offloading decision. Typically, RSUs are used as edge nodes, and the connection between the smart grid and RSUs is limited by price and usage conditions. A scheme named as MEC-enabled Energy-Efficient Scheduling (MEES) of pre-trying the energy consumption control mechanism to enable the RSUs is proposed in [34] , which minimizes energy consumption under delay constraints by making good use of RSUs resources. Reference [57] constructs a three-layer offloading framework, where the research emphases would be flow redirection and unloading decisions. Based on double DQN, the algorithm named as Minimizing Energy Consumption (DMEC) is proposed to minimize energy consumption [57] . The concurrent offloading framework proposed in [58] computes differently according to different compute-intensive or data-intensive. The method of classification can reduce energy consumption.
3) TRADE-OFF BETWEEN ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND OFFLOADING DELAY
Considering the above mentioned two issues, the trade-off between energy consumption and offloading delay performance would be more efficient for MEC in green IoV. A distributed dynamic computing offloading strategy proposed in [59] minimizes the long-term average computing cost. The framework with limited feedback scalability is proposed by trade-off between delay and energy consumption. The framework is constructed with Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient algorithm. Each user only partially observes the MEC system and learns effective strategies of local execution and dynamic power of offloading computing in continuous domain. While the method proposed in [60] divides offloading decision into two sub-problems. First, the two-sided matching is used to maximize the total utility. Then, an improved DQN algorithm is proposed to obtain the optimal strategies by combining dropout regularization and double DQN to maximize cumulative rewards.
Some computing tasks often appear repeatedly in IoV. And the usage of experience can save energy consumption and reduce delay. A collaborative computing offloading decision is proposed in [61] , which adjusts the decision matrix iteratively until no resource conflict exists in the edge devices. A cache enhanced offloading scheme is proposed in [62] , which minimizes the execution delay of mobile terminals by cache. When multiple users at the same distance, the offloading tasks have a certain probability to repeat. The high probability of repeating results of computing tasks will be offloaded to the edge of network. The optimal fine-grained cooperative offloading decision of cache enhancement is developed by game theory to minimize the execution delay offloading of mobile vehicles. The comparison of researches of computation offloading decisions is shown in Table 4 . The relationship between energy consumption of Smart Mobile Devices (SMDs) and task execution delay in energy-aware MEC networks is investigated in [63] . Joint offloading, computing and communication resource allocation are considered to minimize the total cost of SMDs. The weighting factor balance energy consumption and the offloading delay are determined to make the offloading decision based on the residual energy perception of SMDs.
IV. DRL FOR GREEN IoV
The development of IoV is always inseparable from the support of resources. The algorithm with high precision, low complexity, and rational adaptive plays an important role for IoV, which decides whether the resource competition is done by vehicles or allocation control and management is done by resource platform. DRL combined with the advantages of DL and RL is used to get a more accurate model for the optimal strategy through interacting better with the environment in artificial intelligence. In this section, we focus on theory, and architecture of DRL technologies and analyze how DRL is used in the existing researches of green IoV.
A. ARCHITECTURE OF DRL FOR GREEN IoV
DRL breaks through the limitation of small action space and sample space in traditional RL by combining high-dimensional input of DL and RL. DRL is the basic technology for acquiring intelligence in a sustainable IoV environment. However, there are still some problems to be solved, such as the low sample efficiency, long training time and difficulty on the selection of activation function, etc. In this part, we introduce the characteristics of RL and DL that constitute DRL. And then we introduce the architecture of DRL for green IoV combination with the environment.
1) REINFORCEMENT LEARNING AND DEEP LEARNING
Supervised learning constructs a model by training data set with labels to enable trained model to predict label of new data. While unsupervised learning is trained by data set without label. Clustering samples based on the similarity of sample space maximize the gap between different classes of samples. Similar to unsupervised learning, the data set used in the RL training is also without labels. However, the gap to the correct answers will be evaluated through a reward signal. RL is one of the paradigms and methodologies of machine learning, which maximizes the cumulative rewards so as to find the optimal policy when agents interact with the environment. According to the learning method, RL can be divided into policy based learning, value based learning and action based learning [32] . The common formulated model is the standard Markov Decision Process (MDP) in which the agent does not need to construct optimal strategies by repeating the process of observation and learning for the state space, transition probability and activation function [64] .
DL as a part of machine learning can predict the output by training a given data set to obtain a neural network. DL is built on traditional neural network technology and invented by biological neural network. DL logically simulates the neurons of living being and the neurons connected to each other to form a network. The neural network operation process can be regarded as three steps of forward propagation, back propagation and gradient descent. Forward propagation is the entry of data from the input layer into the network, and the predicted values are obtained through layer-by-layer calculations. Back propagation is the process of comparing to the actual value and adjusting the parameters of neural network after obtaining the predicted value. In the process of adjusting parameters, the gradient is used as the direction of parameter adjustment. Modifying parameters along the direction of the gradient is the optimization process of neural network.
Feedforward neural network is often employed and optimized by iterative algorithm. The parameters are modified according to the difference between the current output propagated back to the previous layer and the label until converged. While in deep neural networks, the layer-wise training mechanism is selected to set two-way weights, where layers except the top one are transformed into the graph structure so as to avoid the phenomenon of gradient vanishment. The wake-sleep algorithm [65] , [66] combines down-up unsupervised learning with up-down supervised learning to adjust the neural network tactfully. 
2) ARCHITECTURE OF DRL FOR GREEN IOV
DRL combined with DL and RL has a better performance on generating smarter agent. DRL collects state data by interacting with IoV to produce policy and applies the policy to current environment. Fig. 5 illustrates the architecture of DRL in IoV, where DRL system can be considered as reward-driven behavior. The agent provides intelligence to model in architecture like a human brain. DL is used to perceive the abstracted state features from IoV. State feature data is used as the input to agent. Agent will evaluate the state obtained from IoV and output the action strategy by mapping the current state. Agent observes the state of environment and changes its behavior based on the obtained rewards [67] . After agent takes the action, environment and agent switch to the new state according to current behavior information, and provide feedback at the next moment. Then, agent acquires reward based on the next state and thus forms a sequence of perceived strategy. This approach allows vehicles to adapt to dynamic environment and make optimal decisions in the real-time manner.
The uncertainties in IoV are more difficult to control due to dynamic. A more rational algorithm of resource management can be designed based on DRL through interacting with data of sensors in IoV. The application of DRL solves the problems of empirical replay and target network instability caused by function approximation in RL. It reduces not only the amount of sample data required by the environment for IoV, but also the differences from learning and update. And the time correlation that adversely affected RL was broken. Moreover, the algorithm can be designed based on DRL to rationally arrange devices through parallel computing in future IoV to efficiently process batch data and improve throughput.
B. TECHNOLOGIES OF DRL FOR GREEN IoV
DRL achieved great successes in many areas. In the following, we introduce and analyze several popular DRL algorithms that can be applied to Green IoV. 
1) MARKOV MODEL
A large amount of researches of the IoV is modeled as Markov model. Finite Markov chains are modeled in [32] , [60] , [68] , and MDP is modeled in [8] , [25] , [59] . Markov model as a common statistical model in DRL is widely adopted by researchers because of its independence of the value of the previous states. This sequence of random variables is considered to be Markov property. Markov process is a class of stochastic processes and its prototype is Markov chain. Various Markov sub-models can be described as Fig.6 . Markov models is the basis for solving the problem by using DRL in practice.
2) DOUBLE Q-NETWORK
DQN could be regarded as Q-Learning (QL) with deep architecture. QL is a model-free reinforcement learning algorithm based on Bellman equation, which constantly updates the Q value based on the environment so as to maximize the Q value. DQN combined with deep neural networks has two key technologies, i.e., experience replay and fixed Q-target. DQN extracts experience data randomly from experience replay to learn. This method disrupts the correlation between experiences to improve efficiency of neural network. The fixed Q-target delays the update of the target network parameters to disrupt the correlation. A method of resource allocation with DQN is proposed in [32] . Offloading decisions with DQN are proposed in [59] , [60] .
3) RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORK-BASED DRL
In IoV, data are usually with strong time dependence. Recurrent neural networks are often used to process time series data in deep learning, such as Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) neural networks. LSTM is characterized in the design of the block incorporating process of retaining and culling the information by three gates, i.e. forget gate, input gate and output gate. The neural network strengthens the relationship between adjacent time series and weakens the impact of the further time series. Replacing the fully connected layer in DQN with LSTM neural network gets Deep Recurrent Q-Network (DRQN), which reduces the dependence of traditional DQN on complete information when observing information [69] . Thus, DRQN is more adaptable to handle missing information.
C. APPLICATIONS OF DRL FOR GREEN IoV
Constructing a reasonable communication network may make the communication more efficient in IoV. Considering communication security, an ITS edge analysis architecture based on vehicles or RSUs is proposed in [2] . This architecture uses multi-modal Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM), CNN, Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) models to achieve reliable motion perception in ITS, thus provides foundation for efficient communication. The advantages of fog computing including location awareness, content cache and distributed computing are used in [68] . In this method, each vehicle has a list of neighbors to record highly similar RSUs, then the communication network of each vehicle is constructed based on history and real-time update.
An extensible SDN supporting architecture is proposed in [70] . The architecture inherits heterogeneous vehicle network and provides low latency and high reliability communication according to specific application requirements. The mobility of environment investigated in [71] up to space in IoV. This method improves network performance through data caching, storage carry-over and computation at vehicle edge. Multi-layer vehicles with multi-access clustering technology combines different technologies with hierarchical clustering to support efficient communication in high-density environment. The fuzzy logic is used to consider the vehicle density, vehicle distribution, potential traffic pattern and signal quality of V2V. Q-learning algorithm is used to realize self-evolution.
V. RESEARCH CHALLENGE AND FUTURE DIRECTION FOR GREEN IoV
In previous sections, we have reviewed architecture, enabling technologies of 5G, MEC and DRL in green IoV. Also, we have analyzed the existing researches from the three views. However, with the continuous development of technologies, energy consumption is bound and becomes one of the most serious problems. There are still several open issues for future IoV. In this section, we discuss several possible research challenges and share several promising directions.
A. LEARNING IN FAST-CHANGING ENVIRONMENTS
A significant feature of IoV is the instability caused by the fast-changing. The nodes that can transmit data are changing with the movement of vehicles. The constructed communication network is time-varying. Especially in the process of resource management, the devices and vehicles in an area are not fixed, because of the dynamic of IoV. How to adapt quickly to changes is a non-negligible process for local layer, edge layer and core cloud layer. Meanwhile, considering the limited resources of nodes, ensure the continuity and integrity of the computing tasks on vehicles with delay limit is necessary. Therefore, data information can be processed and transmitted with a high speed to vehicular applications. DRL algorithms such as Q-learning, DQN and multi-arm bandits algorithm [72] are applied to adaptive communication environment.
B. TRUST MANAGEMENT AND SECURITY
When vehicles are transmitting and reporting, users' privacy data, information credibility, channel security and malicious attack are major issues to be solved. Encryption of data is one of the common methods. In addition, the method of establishing the communication network adjacency list by reputation evaluation, scheduling vehicle reputation record in serves and real-time update is proposed in [64] . Blockchain can solve problems of single point of failure for centralized application platform and trust issue between distributed edge network users [73] . Blockchain technology inserts the traditional incentive mechanism in the form of computational script to form intelligent contracts [74] . It is a promising direction in further development of IoV. The common methods of attacking in IoV can be divided into three categories, onboard unit attacks, roadside unit attacks, and server attacks [75] . The schemes to protect private data are pseudonym, password, signature, trust and so on. Three approaches to simulate node attacks are proposed in [76] to analyze the behaviors of node attack. When a node encounters another node, it evaluates whether it is suitable as the forwarding relay node of the next hop. When the node moves into the communication range, a symmetric encryption algorithm is used. This work also developed a cryptographic algorithm based on the java pairing-based cryptography library.
C. OPTIMIZATION WITH DEEP LEARNING
The optimization of DL is developing. There are many factors that influence network construction including activation function, regularization coefficient and optimization algorithm. There are commonly used approaches such as Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), Momentum, Nesterov, Adagrad, Adadelta, Adamax, Nadam to optimize the neural network. The common challenge in optimization is gradient vanishing. One is the problem of non-convex optimization in low dimensional space or the local optimal solution. The second challenge is the difficulty of non-convex optimization in higher dimensional space or the saddle point in different dimensions. Adaptive selection of optimization learning is an important direction of DRL in the development of green IoV.
D. HYPERDENSE HETEROGENEOUS 5G NETWORK
Compared with previous generation network, 5G uses higher frequency band and requires more micro base stations, resulting in a more complex network. One of the main characteristics of 5G is its ultra-density heterogeneous network. Resource scheduling in IoV is not limited to one layer as described above. How to schedule resource collaborative computing in heterogeneous networks is just a method. From the perspective of vehicles, how to adapt to ultra-density heterogeneous network to compete for resources is reuired to be considered. Facing different shapes and irregular network areas, vehicles need to switch network area frequently and quickly in heterogeneous network. Coupled with the high-speed mobility of IoV, switching algorithms need to be continually optimized to keep vehicles stable and unaffected in large-scale, complex and heterogeneous environment.
E. ENERGY COLLECTION AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION
The development of IoV services is limited by energy. With limitations of vehicles and environment, how to ensure the energy supply for vehicles to operate and supply services is a tough challenge in both city and country. Research on renewable energy is one of the approaches to ensure the sustainable development of the IoV. How to enable vehicle to switch between different charging devices seamlessly without manual operation is also an issue of energy collection. Another method to save energy by eliminating the deployment of unnecessary fog nodes to adjust the balance of the fog nodes is proposed in [56] . In addition, the method of V2V energy exchange can be considered to reduce load of grid for balancing power demand and reducing energy consumption. In the process of computing, in addition to designing low-complexity task scheduling and resource management algorithms, joint optimization of radio and computing resources can be considered.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this survey, we analyzed three key technologies of 5G, MEC and DRL, and focused on energy conservation and sustainable development of resource for green IoV. More specifically, we first introduced the architecture and key technologies of 5G-enabled green IoV. We summarized the advantages of 5G for the sustainable development of resource in IoV through comparing it with previous generations network. Also, we discussed problems in 5G-enabled for green IoV and gave solutions based on existing researches. Then, we analyzed the advantages of MEC compared to clouds and vehicles, viewed the key technologies of MEC, and investigated several problems for efficient MEC. Subsequently, we analyzed perceived behavioral cycle of DRL in IoV and introduced its advantages compared with traditional neural networks. Also, we surveyed key algorithms of DRL that can be applied in IoV. Finally, we discussed several future research directions. We believe that with the development of intelligent transportation, minimizing energy consumption so as to realize sustainable development is an urgent issue and a grand challenge in the near future.
